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1. Never install an ammeter until in place of one built for identical use.
2. Check ammeter connections for proper operation.
3. Check ammeter scale for function.
4. Check ammeter and indicator lights for correct operation.
5. Check all wiring and terminals for security and correct alignment.
6. Check ammeter alignment to ensure proper function.
7. Follow manufacturer's instructions for installation.
8. Always refer to the literature and service specifications to determine the proper installation.

Troubleshooting:

1. Check battery condition.
2. Check battery terminals to ensure proper connection.
3. Check all wiring and terminals for security and correct alignment.
4. Check ammeter alignment to ensure proper function.
5. Check ammeter scale for function.
6. Check ammeter connections for proper operation.
7. Check ammeter until in place of one built for identical use.
8. Never install an ammeter until in place of one built for identical use.

Removal (if applicable):

1. Proceed with caution to avoid hidden service instructions.
2. Do not apply power to ammeter unless insulated on output. Use new insulation tape.
3. Insert power terminals of battery compartment, where required.
4. Insert mounting holes of battery compartment, where required.
5. Use new insulation tape on battery compartment, where required.
6. Clean out old mounting holes and mounting pads.
7. Insert mounting holes of battery compartment, where required.
8. Proceed with caution to avoid hidden service instructions.

Maintenance:

1. Do not apply power to ammeter unless insulated on output. Use new insulation tape.
2. Insert power terminals of battery compartment, where required.
3. Insert mounting holes of battery compartment, where required.
4. Proceed with caution to avoid hidden service instructions.

Installation:

1. Proceed with caution to avoid hidden service instructions.
2. Do not apply power to ammeter unless insulated on output. Use new insulation tape.
3. Insert power terminals of battery compartment, where required.
4. Insert mounting holes of battery compartment, where required.
5. Proceed with caution to avoid hidden service instructions.

Operation:

1. Never install an ammeter until in place of one built for identical use.
2. Check ammeter connections for proper operation.
3. Check ammeter scale for function.
4. Check ammeter and indicator lights for correct operation.
5. Check all wiring and terminals for security and correct alignment.
6. Check ammeter alignment to ensure proper function.
7. Follow manufacturer's instructions for installation.
8. Always refer to the literature and service specifications to determine the proper installation.